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none at all. By impacting a probe there, any ice located at the impact site will be shot up above the lunar surface, where sunlight will break it up into O+
and OH- molecules, which can be detected. Thus,
LCROSS. I have a more detailed description of all this
in an earlier blog post about LCROSS Here.
The choice of Cabeus A for the impact site is a good
one. It’s near the south pole, it’s a likely spot for there
to be ice under the surface, it’s on the near side of the
Moon, so people back here on Earth can observe it,
but close enough to the limb that any ejected water
can be seen. Here’s a map of the area:
LCROSS is planned to impact the crater at 11:30 GMT
on October 9, which is early morning for the U.S. (in
fact, there will be two impacts; one from the spacecraft and another by the Centaur booster) The plume
from the impact should stretch up many kilometers. It
will almost certainly be too thin to be seen by amateur
instruments, but the impact itself should make a bright
enough flash to be seen if you have a telescope. The
crater itself will be in shadow, making the light flash
easier to spot. It’ll only last a second or two, so if you
want to observe it, be prepared! NASA has a nice
webpage at:
http://lcross.arc.nasa.gov/observation.htm with all the
info you need to watch this historic event for yourself.
I hope everyone gets a chance to see this!

***********************
WAS BI-ANNUAL ELECTIONS
By Diane Hall

Greetings, W.A.S. members!
It's now October, which means that it's Election Month
for the Warren Astronomical Society. All but one of
the board members are term-limited out of their current office, so it's a wide-open field for those interested.
Here are the necessary duties for each position. An
officer can delegate these duties to someone else, but

is responsible for seeing that the duties are carried
out.
President:
The president's job is to preside over the twicemonthly general meetings and the monthly Board of
Directors meetings, appoint all committee chairmen
and authorize payment of all bills. All club expenditures in excess of $100.00 must be approved by the
president. Current candidate-- Gary Ross
First Vice-President:
The first vice-president is the Program Chair, who recruits and manages the guest speakers for each meeting, including the end-of-year Banquet. The first VP
can also preside over meetings in the absence of the
president. Current candidate-- Jon Blum
Second Vice-President:
The second vice-president, or Observatory Chair, oversees and maintains Stargate Observatory and all
equipment owned by the club. The second VP can also
preside over meetings in the absence of the president.
Current candidate-- Bob Berta
Treasurer:
The treasurer maintains a current list of club members
and their addresses, collects dues ad other monies, is
accountable for the receipt and disbursement of club
property, makes a written report of the club's accounts
at each monthly board meeting, files all necessary tax
and financial records for the club, and sign all checks.
The treasurer also sells club merchandise and runs the
50/50 raffle at each meeting.
Current candidate-- Jonathan Kade
Secretary:
The secretary does more than take minutes at the
general meetings; the minutes from the monthly board
meetings are actually the most critical part of the job.
Secretarial duties taking membership counts at meetings, writing "beg letters" for the annual banquet,
keeping the board informed of issues at work, and
communication with members.
Current candidate-- Therese Oldani

The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of
the WASP is e-mailed to each member and/or is available online at warrenastro.org. Requests by other Astronomy clubs to
receive the WASP, and all other correspondence should be addressed to the Publications Director, Larry Phipps, at
publications@warrenastro.org. Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be submitted to the
editor by the 28th day of each month. Any format of submission is accepted, however, the easiest forms for this editor to
use are plain text files. Most popular graphics formats are acceptable. The preferred method of submission is electronically
via e-mail with attachment to the editor. Alternative submissions include printed form delivered in person, or via US mail.
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of the authors and are not necessarily the opinions of the
WAS or the editor. The WASP reserves the right to deny publication of any submission.
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Publications Officer:
The publications officer is oversees the monthly production of the official WAS newsletter, the WASP, and
other official WAS publications, such as the upcoming
2011 50th anniversary retrospective. This does not
mean it's a one-person job. The WASP can be the joint
effort of a team of writers, designers, and editors, all
under the guidance of the publications chair. (The
WASP editorship is technically a separate position under the jurisdiction of the publications chair.)
Current candidates-- Touvania Tamer, Stephen Uitti
Outreach Officer:
The outreach chair is responsible for club communications with the outside world-- scout groups, other
clubs, and the press.
Current candidate-- Diane Hall (incumbent)
As you see, most candidates are running unopposed.
Nominations for office will be accepted right up to the
election, which will take place at the Thursday (Macomb) meeting this month. Special voting arrangements, most likely via phone, will be made for those
attending the WAS Star Party in Cadillac that evening.
All candidates for office must be members in good
standing of the WAS-- no guests, sorry. You must also
be a member in good standing to vote.

***********************

“the other clubs”

Oakland Astronomy Club NEWSLETTER
SEPTEMBER, 2009
http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews.html
Clear skies, Bill MacIntosh

***********************
Seven Ponds Astronomy Club:
Open Invitation

The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club extends its invita-

tion to the Oakland Astronomy Club and Warren Astronomical Society members to our monthly meetings.
Our club website is:
www.geocities.com/sevenpondsac. and has all the
information about our upcoming meetings, maps to
Seven Ponds Nature Center, etc. please let me know if
you might be attending the meetings so that I can
make appropriate plans to handle the expected crowd.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
John Lines -Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

**********************
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Commentary
by Brian Klaus

In the news recently - a report by the National Academy of Sciences - four years ago, NASA was tasked
with locating and tracking the orbits of 90% of the
potentially deadly near-Earth asteroids by 2020. But
so far NASA never got the money to build the necessary telescopes. According to NASA, $800 million
would be needed for a new, ground-based telescope
or a space observation system.
Sounds like yet another unfunded mandate from the
previous administration (like No Child Left Behind).
But look at all the money they saved. Perhaps the
Bush administration could’ve applied the money to the
manned Mars mission he was touting. Of course, the
whole invasion, uh, I mean mission, could pay for itself as soon as the untapped Martian oil reserves were
developed. (But then the Martian Sierra Club may
claim that drilling might cause habitat loss of the endangered Great Tharsis Gumplegutch.*) And y’know,
those pesky WMD’s just had to be somewhere. Besides, most people don’t know the Martians were suspected of enriching uranium or weapons-grade naquadah,** and sponsoring Imperial Storm Trooper***
training camps. No doubt some big company like
Haliburton would receive a lucrative no-bid contract to
divert water from the Martian canals. However, the
main goal in going to Mars would be to free the Marian people. They’d find a justified reason.
I think we need to do a lot more exploration of space
before we start exploiting it or using it to advance political agendas.
That’s my opinion and rebuttals are encouraged.
* Uncle Shelby’s Zoo - Shel Silverstein
** Stargate SG1
*** Star Wars
(Gary R. Just loves these pop culture references.)

***********************

Cadillac West
Fall Star Party

October 14-18, 2009
The Fifth Annual Cadillac West Fall Star Party is
once again hosted by Bill Beers of the Warren Astronomical Society. This prestigious event compliments
the Spring Star Party. It runs from Wednesday through
Saturday, and boasts dark skies and the well known
“Saturday Barbeque”. AC power available, and there is
plenty of room for tents and campers. This annual
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event will run rain or shine. Registration donation
$15.00 per person, or $20.00 per family. Motels available from 1 to 12 miles away. For more information
c o n t a c t B i l l B e e r s a t 5 8 6 - 3 2 1 - 8 2 0 7, o r
beezoll@aol.com. See flyer at the end of this Newsletter.

**********************
ASTRONOMY AT THE BEACH:
PUBLIC FEEDBACK

Recently, my boys and I traveled with our new neighbors from England to the "Astronomy At The Beach"
event at Kensington...what fun! The kids (ages 6, 8,
and 8) and the adults (us two dads - ages not available;) were absolutely amazed at the quality of the
telescopes and the education we received from the
astronomy experts. I can honestly say that all the
astronomy experts were patient, polite, fun, and offered a wealth of knowledge! All the boys came away
from the event with a sense of awe and wonder. The
kids are already making sure we circle the date for the
event next year.
Much thanks,
Michael Prisby
Trinity Health
Director of Financial Planning & Analysis
-----------------------------------------------------------------Completely agree, Mike.
The kids were in awe at being able to see the moon
close up, Jupiter and it’s moons, Nebulae, Double
stars, etc.
By the way, I was as well…….
Grant

**********************
OPEN LETTER TO NEW MEMBERS OF
THE WARREN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

Hello, and welcome to the Warren Astronomical Society. Thank you for joining.

As a member, you are entitled to a WAS membership
card and a copy of the club handbook. The membership card guarantees you access to the club library,
equipment loans, and Stargate Observatory. We are in
the process of having new membership cards printed;
yours will arrive in the next two months.
We are currently working on a ground-up rewrite of
the club handbook, which will offer full information
about online services, loaner telescopes, club star parties, some of the other benefits of memberships, and
what the Society does for astronomical outreach in the
Metro Detroit area. In the meantime, if you have any
questions about these subjects, feel free to email us.
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These things, though, are only symbols of what the
Society represents: a group of people from different
backgrounds and with different life experiences who
have come together to share their knowledge of astronomical observing, astrophotography, astrophysics,
cosmology, etc. with each other and the general public. Participation is strongly encouraged, and extremely
rewarding.
Here is a brief guide to the club's online resources, to
help you participate online in event registration, club
discussions, etc.:
* Dick Gala, our mailing list manager, sends email notifications of W.A.S. meetings and certain special
events. He also emails all members when a new issue
of our monthly magazine, the Warren Astronomical
Society Paper (aka The WASP) is available.
* The Society's main website is:
http://www.warrenastro.org.
A redesign is coming shortly. The site offers information about the W.A.S., an event schedule, a blog with
short articles about minor club happenings, an archive
of the newsletter, photographs from our history, astrophotographs taken by our members
* To discuss astronomy with other members, plan trips
to Stargate or other local observing sites, or share
documents and files, join the WarrenAstro Yahoo!
Group:
http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/warrenastro/
* Events with descriptions are listed on our Meetup
page:
http://www.meetup.com/warrenastro/
If you sign up with Meetup, which we strongly encourage but do not require, you can get email reminders
about observing sessions and club meetings, review
and comment on events, and share event photos.
* We have a news feed on Twitter - quick updates on
what's happening in space science and in the Society.
http://twitter.com/warrenastro
* If you have a Facebook account, there is a W.A.S.
group:
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=664180908
54&ref=nf
(You must be a member of Facebook to view the
group.)
Welcome to the club! We hope to see you at a meeting or observatory night soon.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Kade
Secretary, Warren Astronomical Society
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The International Year of Astronomy 2009 is a global

effort initiated by the International Astronomical Union
(IAU) and UNESCO to help the citizens of the world
rediscover their place in the Universe through the dayand night-time sky, and thereby engage a personal
sense of wonder and discovery.

IYA2009 Update

IYA2009 update in the United States of America
http://www.astronomy2009.org/news/updates/398/
IAU General Assembly in Rio de Janeiro.
Follow the latest news and information regarding the
IAU GA in Rio here: http://www.iau.org/

***********************

SOLAR UPDATE

The National Association for Amateur Radio maintains

a website to promote interest in Amateur Radio communications and experimentation, represents US Radio
Amateurs in legislative matters, and maintains fraternalism and a high standard of conduct among Amateur Radio operators. Interestingly enough, a major
influence on how radio waves propagate in other than
straight line paths is electromagnetic radiation; both in
Earth’s atmosphere, and solar-terrestrial interactions.
As the Sun’s activity has a great influence on our electromagnetic field, amateur radio enthusiasts monitor
sun activity regularly. For more information concerning
radio propagation, visit the ARRL Technical Information
Service
Propagation
page
http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/propagation.html. To read
this week's Solar Report in its entirety, which includes
updates on sunspots, solar flares, and Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME), check out the W1AW Propagation
Bulletin page http://www.arrl.org/w1aw/prop/.
Propagation Forecast Bulletin
From Tad Cook, K7RA
Seattle, WA

***********************
DIARY OF ASTRONOMICAL
PHENOMENA - OCTOBER, 2009

DATE:
DATE:___________________
2 Uranus 5.0S of Moon
14 Regulus 3.3N of Moon
3 Mars 5.9S of Pollux
18 Spica 2.9N of Moon
4 FULL MOON
18 NEW MOON
6 Merc greatest elong W(18) 21 Antares 1.0 of Moon Occn
8 Mercury 0.3S of Saturn
22 Moon furthest South (-26)
9 Moon furthest North (26.1) 24 Mercury 3.5N of Spica
11 LAST QUARTER
25 Moon at apogee
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12
13
13
13

Mars 1.1N of Moon Occn
Jupiter stationary
Venus 0.5S of Saturn
Moon at perigee

26 FIRST QUARTER
27 Jupiter 3.0S of Moon
27 Neptune 2.9S of Moon
30 Uranus 5.1S of Moon

***********************

WAS Meetings scheduled for 2009
Cranbrook Meetings: Every 1st Monday
Oct 5, Nov 2, Dec 7
Macomb Meetings: Every 3rd Thursday
Oct 15, Nov 19, Dec 17

The next Cranbrook meeting is scheduled for Mon-

day, September 14th, 2009 and the next Macomb
meeting is scheduled for Thursday, September 17th.
After each meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, some club members go to a restaurant for a snack
and informal chat. All members are invited to join us
there.
We generally leave from the Macomb and
Cranbrook meetings about 10 PM, and meet at the
restaurant a few minutes later. We order food from
the menu, sit around and chat for about an hour, and
leave the restaurant between 11:30 PM and midnight.
After the Macomb meeting, club members meet at:
National Coney Island
28901 Groesbeck Hwy
Roseville, MI 48066-2334
just south of 12 Mile Rd.
Roseville
Phone: 586-772-1324
After the Cranbrook meeting:
Red Coat Tavern
31542 Woodward
on the east side of Woodward, two blocks north of 13
Mile, just north of Burger King in Royal Oak
Phone: 248-549-0300

***********************

Warren Astronomical Society
2009 Presentations
DATE
5 - Oct
15 - Oct
2 - Nov
5 - Nov
7 - Dec
17 - Dec

LOCATION PRESENTER SUBJECT
Cranbrook Jon Blum
Astronomy Gadgets,
Part 2
Macomb
Dave Harring- XVII Solar Eclipses
ton
Cranbrook Dave D’onTBD
ofrio
Macomb
Jim Van
Amateur Radio AsProoyan
tronomy You Can Do
Cranbrook Introduction: The Second Annual
G. M. Ross
Astro-Film Festival
DeCarlo’s
James Foerch Annual Banquet
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Please contact the 1st V.P. (program chairperson) to:
1: Schedule new presentation.
2: Alter scheduled presentations.
3: Add a subject title to your presentation.
4: Change the subject title of your presentation.
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2009 Stargate Observatory Open
House Schedule

At Cranbrook, on October 5th, the main speaker will
be Jon Blum presenting on “Astronomy Gadgets Part
2.” Jon gave a talk about astronomy gadgets last year,
and this sequel will cover more gadgets that did not fit
into his previous presentation.
Jon loves gadgets of all sorts, and never saw an astronomy gadget that he didn’t need. In this talk, you
will find out how to choose a reticle eyepiece, tables, a
voice recorder, anti-fog solution, extension cables, observing chairs, bug repellants, warm clothes for cold
nights, a sitcom, filters, red flashlights, laser pointers,
and more. A handout paper will be provided, listing
where to buy each gadget discussed, from websites to
Home Depot.
Jon has been interested in astronomy since childhood
and still has his first cardboard telescope. But he
didn’t have time for a real telescope and all of these
gadgets until he retired at the end of 2001. He has
lived his whole life in the Detroit area, and spent his
career as a dermatologist with an office in Farmington
Hills. In addition to astronomy, his other hobbies are
grandchildren, digital photography, and creating web
pages. His past talks to our club have included how
he shopped for and selected his current telescope,
astronomy in Scandinavia, Astronomers Inn B&B in
Arizona, the Texas Star Party, and astronomy on Maui.
A future talk he is planning is about why he belongs to
seven astronomy clubs.
Jon writes a website about Maui, including many photos, at www.mauihawaii.org. His astronomy photos
(trips and events, not astrophotos) are at
www.jonrosie.com/astronomy. He learned about astronomy from the many helpful members of this and
other clubs, and would be glad to answer any questions about his astronomy gadgets, or about Maui, at
any club meeting, or by email at jon@jonrosie.com.
At Macomb CC on October 17th, Guest speaker Dave
Harrington, will present “XVII Solar Eclipses”. Dave is a
long-time WAS member and eclipse-chaser, twice Club
President back in the '70s. Dave will show where 40+
years of eclipse chasing has taken him and many other
WAS members, from the Alti-Plano in Bolivia to the
Gobi Desert.
After the talk, we will conduct a vote for the 2010 club
officers. You must be a current paid member to vote
or to stand for election.

NOTE: Depending on weather at the time, open house
dates are:
Oct 24, Nov 21, Dec 26
1. Normal closing time will depend on events, weather,
and other variables.
2. The observatory may be closed one hour after opening
time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact me for other arrangements, such as late arrival
time.
4. An alternative person will be appointed to open the
observatory if I cannot attend a scheduled date or opening time.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled
open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending
on weather or staﬃng availability.
7. An e-mail will be posted no later than 2 hours before
starting time incase of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to email me up to 2 hours before the posted
opening with any questions you may have. I will not be
able to receive e-mail after 2 hours before open time.
Generally only strong rain or snow would prevent the
open house...even if it is clouded over I plan on being
there. Often the weather is cloudy but clears up as the
evening progresses.
Marty Kunz
W.A.S. 2nd V.P. (2008)

Star Party Tips & Etiquette

* When attending a Star Party, you don't have to
stay the whole time - though we ask that you aim your
headlights away from the observing field when you
park in case you have to leave early.
* Astronomical twilight will begin around 9 PM, so
please plan to be at Bill's place by 8:30. Be careful
with headlights on your way in, especially after sundown. Make sure to turn the dome lights off if possible, and park your car facing away from the observing
field if you have running lights.
* Please don't use white light flashlights when others are observing. Others will have flashlights, but if
you'd like to bring your own, you can easily make a
red-light flashlight that will help you get around in the
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dark and is safe for night vision. I make reasonably
decent ones with a red marker and an index card*,
but you can read other ideas here.
* Observing is an outside activity, so dress accordingly - a little warmer than the temperature would indicate. Even in the summer, it can get surprisingly
chilly at night. Like any other activity, the key to lasting is layers, layers, layers! Plan to have at least two
layers for several garments: socks, pants, and a shirt.
Core temperature is important too, so pay extra attention to keeping your torso warm - an insulated vest
can work wonders.
If there's something specific you'd like to see, we'll do
our best to make it happen. We may have safe, filtered solar telescopes to look at the sun in amazing
detail before it gets dark; if you're interested in seeing
our local star, let us know and we'll try to have a telescope available.
* Take a cheap drugstore flashlight - preferably not
too bright to start with. The omnipresent Eveready
$1 plastic flashlight works well. Screw off the plastic
cap and pop out the clear plastic "lens" (aka bezel).
You can paint the bezel with translucent nail polish,
use a red permanent marker, or red cellophane. For
better light blocking, you can trace the disk on a
sheet of white paper or an index card. Cut out the
disk of paper, line it up with the bezel, and screw the
cap back on.

***********************
THE SWAP SHOP

This column is for those who are

interested in buying, trading or selling items. At the present time, you
may submit ads of items for sale to
Larry Phipps (publications@warrenastro.org). The
ad will run for six months. The
month and year the ad will be removed is also shown.
FOR SALE: Turn your 2X Barlow into a 2.5, 3, 4, or
5X device with my Barlow amplifier. Use it with your
lowest power eyepiece and keep that eye relief and
apparent field, no matter how much you magnify your
image. No more squinting with a 4 or 6mm eyepiece.
The Barlow amplifier is a simple extension tube available for $4. A 40 power eyepiece becomes a 200
power eyepiece with my 5X amplifier. Call at 586-7769720 or e-mail me (cometman@mybluelight.com) and
I'll bring your amplifier choice to the next meeting. If
you buy the set of four amplifiers, I'll take $3.00 off
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the total price. For mail delivery, to your home address, add $1.50 for shipping.
[11-2009]
FOR SALE: Meade 16 inch, Schmidt-Cass telescope
with field tripod. Asking $10,000. Call John at 586242-8246.
[12-2009]
FOR SALE: Discovery PDHQ Dobsonian Telescope,
12.5”, f5, (94% pyrex mirror reflectivity), 1 1/4”, 2”
Crayford focuser, Base plus 2x2’ Platform, 12v antidew system, Telrad Reflex Sight, Aluminum foam lined
lens case, Meade lenses: 40 mm super wide, 32 mm
super plossl, 8.8 mm ultra wide, 12.4 mm super plossl,
4.7 mm super plossl, 2x “shorty” Barlow. Sirius

Lenses: 25 mm plossl, 17 mm plossl, 10 mm plossl.
Filters: 1 1/4” 13%, 25% Moon, 1 1/4” variable po-

larizer (moon), 1 1/4”, 2” Oxygen III, 1 1/4” Narrow
Band, 1 1/4” Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, 2” Fine Focus
Adapter, Orion Collimating Cheshire, Orion LaserMate
Collimator, Red Beam Flashlight, Desert Storm “Aluminum” Cover, Transporting Dolly. Initial Purchase Price:
$3500. Asking Price: $1900. Contact Al McDonald,
248 -343-1643.
[1-2010]
FOR SALE: EYEPIECES - Orion Lanthanum 9.5mm,
50° apparent field of view, 1.25” barrel, 20mm eye
relief. Original price $130. Selling for $65.
Meade illuminated reticle 12mm, 50° apparent field of
view, 1.25” barrel. Has illuminated red cross-hairs to
use for centering stars when aligning telescope.
Original price $96. Selling for $48.
Jon Blum 248-553-4944
[1-2010]
FOR SALE: I have a few parts left over from my now
defunct LX200 telescope. For sale as follows:
- Tripod for a Meade scope - will take a best offer, not
sure what it would be worth. Still in good condition.
- Fork arms w/ drive base for a LX200. Circuit boards
are bad, but gear systems work. Hand controller included - Any decent offer not refused.
-Finderscope, 8x50, strait-thru design, non-illuminated
- $20.
Sorry, I kept the optical tube assembly for my new
CGEM mount, so it's not available. Anyone interested
please send me an e-mail or call Fred Judd after
4:00pm on my cell:
Phone: (586)489-0245
Email: Saxon1066@comcast.net
[2-2010]
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FOR SALE: 1977

Dynascope RV-6. Original owner.

Includes pier and finder, painted blue. The motor drive
and housing are missing (the drive never worked).
Otherwise it is in good working order. I only cleaned
the mirrors a few times so the coating might still be
OK. I also replaced the primary cell. I am asking
$200 for this scope and mount.
Also: Homemade 10" F/5.5-ish Dobsonian to sell. It
works pretty well for my first try. The primary is a
Coulter thin mirror that I purchased around 1993.
Cleaned only a few times. The primary cell is a classic
thin mirror multi-point-type support. The tube is a
Sonotube and the mount is plywood with teflon
bearings. Someone could use this as-is, fix it up, or
use the components for something new. I am asking
$300 for this 1 scope minus the finder, which I'll keep.
I'm selling both to use the money toward a new Omni
XLT 127mm refractor.
Mark Sortzi
mark_sortzi@hotmail.com
[3-2010]

***********************

Spitzer, the Sequel
The Spitzer Space Telescope is getting a second
chance at life.
The liquid helium “lifeblood” that flows through the
telescope has finally run out, bringing Spitzer’s primary
mission to an end. But a new phase of this infrared
telescope’s exploration of the universe is just beginning.
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infrared light, which is invisible to normal, optical telescopes.
That gives Spitzer the power to see relatively dark,
cool objects such as planet-forming discs or nearby
asteroids. These objects are too cold to emit light at
visible wavelengths, but they’re still warm enough to
emit infrared light.
In fact, all warm objects “glow” with infrared light—
even telescopes. That’s why Spitzer had to be cooled
with liquid helium to such a low temperature. Otherwise, it would be blinded by its own infrared glow.
As the helium expires, Spitzer will warm to about 30
degrees above absolute zero (–243°C). At that temperature, the telescope will begin emitting longwavelength infrared light, but two of its shortwavelength sensors will still work perfectly.
And with more telescope time available for the remaining sensors, mission managers can more easily schedule new research proposals designed for those sensors. For example, scientists have recently realized
how to use infrared observations to improve our
measurements of the rate of expansion of the universe. And interest in tracking near-Earth objects has
grown in recent years—a task for which Spitzer is well
suited.
“Science has progressed, and people always have new
ideas,” Werner says. In its second life, Spitzer will help
turn those ideas into new discoveries.

Even without liquid helium, which cooled the telescope
to about 2 degrees above absolute zero (-271°C),
Spitzer will continue to do important research—some
of which couldn’t easily be done during its primary
mission. For example, scientists will use Spitzer’s “second life” to explore the rate of expansion of the universe, study variable stars, and search for near-Earth
asteroids that could pose a threat to our planet.
“We always knew that a ‘warm phase’ of the mission
was a possibility, but it became ever more exciting
scientifically as we started to plan for it seriously,” says
JPL’s Michael Werner, Project Scientist for Spitzer.
“Spitzer is just going on and on like the Energizer
bunny.”
Launched in August 2003 as the last of NASA’s four
Great Observatories, Spitzer specializes in observing

The “warm mission” of the Spitzer Space Telescope will still
be able to use two sensors in its Infrared Array Camera
(IRAC) to continue its observations of the infrared universe.
For kids, The Space Place Web site has a fun typing
game using Spitzer and infrared astronomy words.
Check it out at:
spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/signs.
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